
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

«Digital technologies 1 

Digital technologies allow real-time information exchanges among users, machines, and management 
systems. They’re intrinsically customer-focused and provide the connections needed to maintain a 
relationship far beyond the point of sale. They enhance remote visibility and control of assets, which 
are especially critical for the Product as a Service, Sharing Platform, and Product Life-Extension 
business models. By enabling dematerialization and altering the way we interact with physical and 
digital assets, digital technologies can transform value chains so they no longer need additional 
resources to grow. The five most common digital technologies are mobile, social, cloud, M2M, 
and analytics. 
 
 

Digital technologies: definitions 

 
Mobile technology is a combination of hardware, operating systems, networking, and software that gives users access 
to content when and where needed. The most notable examples include mobile phones and tablets. Mobile technology 
enables individuals and businesses to access goods and services everywhere and at any time, and is particularly 
important to the Product Life-Extension, Product as a Service, and Sharing Platform business models. 
 
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication technology allows different pieces of equipment or control centers to 
automatically exchange information without human intervention. It helps to monitor, maintain, and control assets 
remotely and offers users enhanced performance and reduced cost through utilization of real-time information. 
 
Cloud computing hosts web-based content and applications in a central location, making them available to many 
devices at anything. Devices are connected over a network, typically the Internet. The cloud is an important enabler of 
the Sharing Platform and Product as a Service business models. 
 
Social technology includes communication and interaction tools that establish and maintain a connection among users. 
Beyond well-known channels such as Facebook, Twitter, Weibo, Whatsapp, Wechat, and LinkedIn, social technology 
includes Internet forums, blogs, wikis, and collaborative software. 
 
Big data analytics involve two components: big data is the term for a collection of data sets so large and complex that 
it cannot be managed or analyzed with traditional applications. Big data analytics is the analysis of such data to extract 
insights that can drive better business decisions. 

 
 

Engineering technologies1 

While digital technologies are relatively recent phenomena, engineering technologies driven by 
scientific breakthroughs have been around for decades.Three types of engineering technologies are 
especially key to effectively deploying circular business models: advanced recycling, modular design, 
and life and material sciences. These technologies allow new goods to be manufactured from 



regenerated resources and offer cost-effective solutions for collecting, returning, and processing goods 
and materials for recycling and remanufacturing. 
 

 
 
Engineering technologies: definitions 
 
Modular design technology enables goods to be built up from individual, often standardized components that can easily 
detach and attach. This approach makes it easier and more economically feasible to replace, repair, refurbish, 
remanufacture, and recycle components. It also allows for easy and low-cost upgrades and maintenance. Modular 
design technology plays a major role in the Product as a Service, Product Life-Extension, and Recovery & Recycling 
business models. 
 
Advanced recycling technology comprises technologies that allow companies to recover and recycle materials from 
complex sources, such as electronics. It also lets companies recycle materials that were previously difficult to recycle, 
including various chemicals. Advanced recycling technologies are particularly important to the Recovery & Recycling 
and Circular Supplies business models. 
 
Life and material sciences technology is concerned with the chemistry of life, focusing on the structure and properties 
of materials at the molecular or atomic level. Transforming structures at this microscopic level makes possible a whole 
new range of opportunities to alter materials’ characteristics and create desired properties. By enabling the creation of 
high-quality circular alternatives to traditional inputs, life and material sciences technology is critical to the Circular 
Supplies and Recovery & Recycling business models. 

 
 
Hybrid technologies 1 

In many ways, hybrid technologies offer the best of both the digital and engineering worlds, establishing 
a unique type of control over assets and material flows. They allow a company to digitally identify the 
history, location, status, and application of materials and goods while also supporting ways to physically 
manage, collect, treat, and reprocess them. The most promising hybrid technologies we identified in our 
research are trace and return systems and 3D printing. 
 

 
Trace and return systems are digital and physical systems that allow products to be traced and transferred from end 
users to the manufacturer or a third party. These systems can often screen and analyze products, interact with 
customers, and integrate with payment schemes. As a result, they are critical to enabling costeffective collection of 
used goods at a large scale. In our research, we found Recovery & Recycling, Product Life-Extension, and 
Sharing Platform were the most common business models to leverage trace and return systems. 
 
3D printing is the process of slowly building a physical model out of a polymer material, layer by layer. It relies on 
computeraided design (CAD) or other data file formats of a 3D image and converts them into solid items, possibly with 
moving elements.3D printing uses precise modeling technology, semi-automated printing, and a variety of materials to 
create a final product. While the technology is not yet fully mature, 3D printing has been increasingly applied in Circular 
Supplies and Product Life-Extension business models.» 

 
Source: 1 Peter Lacy, Jacob Rutqvist, Beatrice Lamonica, « Waste to Wealth: The Circular Economy                 
Advantage» EGEA, 2016. 


